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Course Summary 

The course is made up of 3 components: 
 

International relations and Global Conflict: 1890-1941  

This element investigates how the relationships of the Great Powers led the World in to two 
devastating conflicts. It explores the wide-ranging causes for the outbreak of the First and 
Second World Wars focusing on the concepts of Imperialism, nationalism, militarism and the 
balance of power. Issues such as the desire for some people to free themselves from foreign 
rule or to ensure their nations did not fall into decline are some of the factors we discuss in 
understanding how relationships broke down and conflict occurred. 
 

The Tudors: 1485-1603 
This element covers the period from Henry VII winning the Battle of Bosworth, through to his 
granddaughter Elizabeth’s death in 1603. It explores how the Tudors defined a new age and 
changed England forever. You will study conflict due to religion, legitimacy and foreign 
powers, whilst tracking how England changed as a society, becoming a hub for trade and 
culture.  
 

Non-Examined Assessment  
You will complete an independent piece of work, on the history of Russia and the Russian 
Revolution; you will research this piece of assessment, even down to the question you 
choose. Your teacher will help you, by guiding you towards Historians and sources you can 
use in your research. This assessment will be an essay between 3,000 to 4,500 words long. 

How will I be assessed? Both units include: 

 Written exam: 2 hours 30 minutes (1 hour 30 minutes at AS) 

 Three questions (one compulsory) (two questions, one compulsory) 

 80 marks (AS 50 marks) 

 40% of A-level (80% total) (AS 50% each of AS) 

 Final 20% is a 3000/4500 word historical investigation 
 

Where can this course take me? 

Teaching, education, law, archeology, museum curator, economics, politics, engineering, 
researcher, genealogist, conservation and heritage sites, philosophy, social care and many 
more. 
 

Who can I contact for more information? 

Mrs Parker, Miss Underwood or Mr Henson.   

 Telephone 0115 9729421 


